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Introduction
On 8th November 2018, Action on ACES Gloucestershire hosted a one-day conference called ‘More
than ACEs’. This report aims to convey the key themes arising from the conference. We would like to
thank all the speakers, delegates and participants who shaped this report.

Figure 1: Cllr Roger Wilson, Chair of the Gloucestershire Health and Wellbeing Board with the core
members of Gloucestershire’s ACEs Panel; ACC Julian Moss, Gloucestershire Constabulary and
Panel Chair; Sarah Scott, Director of Public Health and Cllr Jennie Watkins, Gloucester City Council.
The event was the first major conference held by Action on ACEs Gloucestershire, bringing together
representatives from local community and voluntary sector organisations and statutory agencies.
The aim of the conference was to increase awareness and understanding of the science around ACEs
and resilience, energise delegates in promoting viral change and empower organisations and
communities to take part in the social movement.
The conference was organised by Gloucestershire County Council Public Health, Gloucestershire
Constabulary and Kava Communications on behalf of the ACEs Panel. It was sold out well in advance
and involved a wide range of organisations including government, police, education, health, social
care, children and adult safeguarding, housing, early years’ services, voluntary groups, universities,
and the community and voluntary sectors. The audience enjoyed the packed agenda of speakers and
presentations.
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Speaker Bios
Janine Roderick, – Morning Keynote Speaker
Programme Director for Public Health and Policing in Wales
Janine completed her general nurse training at the University Hospital of Wales, Cardiff in 1994.
Following this, she worked on the trauma wards and in general practice before
specialising in women’s health and sexual health. In 2008 Janine set up the
Sexual Assault Referral Centre (SARC) in Cardiff and the Vale, developing a
multiagency service for children and adults who had experienced sexual
violence. In 2012, Janine took up a secondment as the policy lead in Welsh
Government for the ‘Ending violence against women and domestic abuse’
(Wales) Bill where she authored the White Paper for this ground-breaking
legislation. Subsequently, she took up the position as Violent Crime and Health
Liaison Manager with the South Wales Police and Crime Commissioner.
Janine is now Programme Director for Public Health & Policing in Wales, a
national role based in Public Health Wales which is leading the partnership between Public Health,
Policing and Criminal Justice in Wales, with responsibility for delivering the Police and Partners ACE
programme, Early Action Together. She continues to take an active interest in violence against
women and remains a registered nurse and an MSP practitioner.
In 2016 Janine was awarded the RCN Wales Nurse of the Year, Improving Individual & Population
Health Award. Janine lives on a small holding with her husband and 2 children and a variety of
animals.

Benjamin Perks – Afternoon Keynote Speaker
UNICEF Representative to the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
Benjamin Perks is responsible for advocating for and supporting reforms that strengthen the human
rights of children, particularly with regard to child protection, justice, health, education and early
childhood. He is also Chair of the Regional Advisory Group on Violence against Children which
promotes reforms in support of primary prevention and response in 21
countries in Europe and Eastern Asia. He was previously the UNICEF
Representative to Montenegro, and has also served in Georgia, Kosovo,
Afghanistan, India and Albania. In Afghanistan he helped to coordinate the
Back to School campaign in the northern part of the country which brought
1 million girls and 2 million boys into school; most of them for the first times
in their lives. He is currently a Senior Fellow at the University of
Birmingham’s Jubilee Centre which researches teaching on character, social
and emotional skills in schools. He holds a master’s degree in International
Relations from the University of Kent at Canterbury and has recently
completed a mid-career programme with the Harvard Graduate School of Education on Leadership
and Education Reform. He also serves as a UN System Staff College trainer for high level
Government and UN teams on human rights based reforms.
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_________________________________________________________________________

RESILIENCE IN ACTION – Afternoon speakers
Resilient Communities in Action
Paul Stephenson is Chief Executive of Cheltenham Borough Homes. Paul sits on Gloucestershire’s
ACEs panel and is an advocate of implementing trauma-informed approaches in organisations.

Restorative Practice in Action in Local Schools
Alison Walker is Head at Moat Primary Academy in Matson, Gloucester. The school recently took
part in a restorative practice pilot with great results. Tom Beveridge is Head at The Dean Academy, a
secondary school in Lydney, Forest of Dean. Restorative Practice is at the heart of everything they
do.

The Power of Restorative Relationships
Rose Mahon is Head of Excellence and Development at the Nelson Trust, a charity with a national
and international reputation as a centre of excellence in the treatment of addiction. Rose sits on the
ACEs Panel and is passionate about recovery and trauma-informed approaches in service design and
delivery.

I am more than my ACEs
Fuzz is a Senior Mentor of the Great Expectations programme, having worked with young people
since 2013. Fuzz tells his own personal story of ACEs, hope and resilience, and the importance of
breaking the cycle.

Welcome
The day began with a welcome from Councillor Roger Wilson, Chair of Gloucestershire Health and
Wellbeing Board. He described the remarkable journey the Board and ACEs Panel had been on since
the special meeting held on the 28 November 2017 at Shire Hall. Cllr Wilson spoke about the energy,
desire and determination he had seen in Gloucestershire over the course of the year and anticipates
this will continue going forward. Cllr Wilson recognised the breadth of communities and
organisations in the room and how, despite there being 250 delegates present on the day, many
more people from the county and beyond wanted to attend and contribute to this event. This is a
vital part in keeping momentum and driving the ACEs agenda collectively.
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Session 1 – Action on ACEs Gloucestershire
Julian Moss, Assistant Chief Constable (ACC) at Gloucestershire Constabulary and Chair of the ACEs
Panel, facilitated the first part of the day. ACC Moss provided background to the Action on ACEs
Gloucestershire partnership, key highlights from the work underway in Gloucestershire, and the
strategy. ACC Moss introduced the delegates to the concept of viral change, the idea pioneered by
Italian Professor Dr. Leandro Herrero. He spoke about how the Panel wanted to start a movement
that would drive forward sustainable change and ensure that an ACEs informed approaches can add
value and inform practice.
ACC Moss spoke about the idea behind the conference title More than ACEs and the use of the more
than symbol. He explained that that the conference contained a message of hope and that as
individuals; we are more than our ACEs. Furthermore, we always have more than one role to play in
life and together we can make a real difference by bringing an ACE informed approach to everything
we do. ACC Moss asked each delegate to write on a sticker what other role outside of work they
have and wear it with pride throughout the conference.

Figure 2. ACC Julian Moss presenting the first part of the day.
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Resilience Film Screening
ACC Moss presented our first public Gloucestershire screening of the Resilience ‘The Biology of
Stress, The Science of Hope’ documentary which is a powerful one hour film that delves into the
science of ACEs and a new movement to prevent and mitigate against toxic stress and adversity.
Delegates responded positively to the film.

Resilience Film Q&A Session
After the screening, ACC Moss facilitated a discussion on the critical messages arising from the film,
in particular the roles we play in the lives of children, adults and communities to build resilience in
Gloucestershire.
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Figures 3-7; top left ACC Julian Moss chairing the discussion, top right Tim Wood, Chief Inspector
responding to a question, bottom left a conference delegate asking a question and bottom right
Dr. Tanya Richardson, Consultant in Public Health.
Delegates highlighted the Kingsholm ACEs Community pilot; the vital role of midwives and the Public
Health Nursing Service; the importance of early years and play groups in building resilience; and the
need to establish closer ties with aspects of the criminal justice system such as probation. Four key
issues that were discussed in detail:
•

Long term commitment to Action on ACEs Gloucestershire – Support for the initiative has been
strengthened through endorsement from local strategic boards such as Gloucestershire Health
and Wellbeing Board, Safer Gloucestershire, Gloucestershire Children Safeguarding Board and
Gloucestershire Adult Safeguarding Board. Many organisations and communities are beginning
to consider how they can incorporate knowledge of ACEs and trauma into their organisational
thinking, culture and daily practices.

•

The role of communities in Action on ACEs Gloucestershire – ensuring that the science of ACEs
and the key messages are communicated into something that is publicly accessible and practical.
The Panel recognises this cannot be achieved solely by statutory organisations. It requires a
multiagency and multisector approach with communities at its core.

•

Focus on early years – the importance placed on children, particularly 0 -5 years, having trusted,
supportive and stable relationships with their parents and those in the wider environment.
Services whose work centres on early intervention and prevention, such as midwives and Public
Health Nursing, play a pivotal role in mitigating the effects of ACEs, promoting protective factors,
and increasing resilience.

•

Current policy landscape relating to ACEs – the ACEs movement is happening on an
international, national, and local level. In the absence of a national policy in England,
Gloucestershire is to some extent considered a pioneer and a catalyst for an emerging national
agenda.

•

Adults and breaking the intergenerational cycle of ACEs – there is a misconception that the
ACEs concept doesn’t apply to adults due to the word ‘childhood’ in the title. However, the
concept of ACEs emphasises that the lifelong impact of trauma can be substantial and can even
be passed down generations. We need to break the cycle of adversity by providing hope and
support to adults and children with the message that resilience trumps ACEs.

ACC Moss closed the discussion and concluded that it had been ‘impactful, emotional, thoughtprovoking and personal.’
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Session 2 - The Science of ACEs and Resilience
Janine Roderick, Programme Director for Public Health and Policing in Wales

Figure 8. Janine Roderick speaking about Wales approach and story and the work underway by
Early Action Together (Police Transformation Fund)
Janine Roderick showed the Wales ACEs Animation to tell the story of the science of ACEs and
resilience. She split the animation into four parts illustrating the impact ACEs, trauma and stress can
have at each stage of a person’s life. Roderick provided an overview of how we can all apply an ACEs
lens to our organisations and communities by:
• Spreading the word;
• Identifying and understanding ACEs;
• Promoting protective factors and increasing resilience;
• Addressing the root causes not the symptoms – ask what’s happened to you, NOT what’s
wrong with you.
To close Roderick shared some incredible inspirational messages and advice to everyone in the
room:
1. Disrupt – it’s your job to disrupt the boundaries, systems and processes;
2. Take a leap of faith and make the jump to embedding ACEs;
3. Hold your nerve.
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Lunch
During lunch there were lots of activities being carried out; from delegates signing up to become
part of the ACEs champions network, to visiting the Barnardo’s stall and resources stand, and
participating in filming and photography. Here are a few highlights:

ACC Julian Moss was interviewed by Radio
Gloucestershire.
Over 15 videos were recorded with ACEs Panel
members, organisations and community groups.
Pictured left is Chris Brierley, Deputy Police and
Crime Commissioner for Gloucestershire and Chair
of Safer Gloucestershire recording a video for the
Action on ACEs Gloucestershire website

Wendy Williams, Assistant Director of Integrated
Children’s and Families Commissioning and her
team showcased their ACEs toolkits.
Delegates were asked to provide feedback and
whether they would be interested in piloting the
ACEs tools. Over 30 expressions of interest were
received from health, schools, community groups
and Police to name a few.

Many delegates took pictures with our ACEs
pledge cards.
Pictured left is Joanne Wetherall, Children and
Families Officer for Diocese of Gloucester.
Pictured right is Cllr Richard Boyles for Children
and Families.
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Session 3- Local Examples in Action
Chris Spencer, Director of Children Services facilitated the second part of the day. This had a focus
on local projects underway which are taking action on ACEs. To introduce the afternoon session,
Chris spoke of his own experiences, first as an educational psychologist working with children in
schools, and later in senior children’s services roles across England, including with the Home Office.

Figure 9. Chris Spencer, Director of Children’s Services at Gloucestershire County Council
presenting the second part of the day.
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Resilient Communities in Action

Figure 10. Paul Stephenson, Chief Executive of Cheltenham Borough Homes
Paul Stephenson, an advisor on the ACEs Panel shared how Cheltenham Borough Homes and
Gloucester City Homes have become part of the movement, focussing on the role housing providers
can play in communities. Mr Stephenson used his presentation to spell out ‘STOP ACEs’ with each
letter representing a different word; S for strategies, T for trauma, O for operational, P for personal,
A for Action, C for Collaboration and E(s) for everyone. One key aspect of Paul’s presentation was
the element of everyone; that becoming ACEs aware and trauma-informed is everyone’s business
and wanted to emphasise how we were here today for a reason and we should make it count.
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Restorative Practice in Action in Local Schools
Alison Walker talked about the relationships between
the children and the community of the school; how its
ethos has been transformed through restorative
practice. She spoke about how the pupils at the school
have changed and now recognise when behaviour is not
right. She said that children think restorative processes
are natural as all they want is fairness and care. She
aims to build solutions with the children and for them
to recognise when something is wrong. She spoke
candidly about challenges of implementing restorative
practices; particularly some teachers who initially
resisted the concept.
Figure 11. Alison Walker, Head teacher at Moat Primary
Academy

Tom Beveridge told the story of Dean Academy’s journey
since introducing restorative practice and how it had had a
significant positive impact on the whole school.
Restorative practice has been a cultural change and thus
student experiences at school have changed. Beveridge
described how he wanted more schools to start identifying
and addressing root causes rather than symptoms. To
illustrate this, Beveridge spoke about a recent incident
which involved several young people and subsequently
there has been a change in the way the young people
responded.

Figure 12. Tom Beveridge, Head teacher at The Dean
Academy
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The Power of Restorative Relationships

Figure 13. Rose Mahon, Head of Excellence and Development at the Nelson Trust
Rose Mahon, an advisor on the ACEs Panel, described the journey of The Nelson Trust, supporting
women in the recovery from addiction and those who have been involved in the Criminal Justice
System. She highlighted the principles that underpin trauma informed care, noting that safety is one
of the key principles. She spoke about how they transformed their physical environment from having
posters about rape and domestic abuse to displaying artwork by their client to avoid
re-traumatisation. People want their environment to be safe and secure. Mahon also discussed the
different approaches the organisation follows, including reflective supervision on a one to one basis
and monthly team meetings. She noted that all behaviour is a form of communication for example
attention seeking can really be attachment seeking, aggression can really mean a response to fear.
Mahon encouraged people to consider staff wellbeing due to risk of vicarious trauma, the effect
trauma stories can have on the workforce.
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I am more than my ACEs

Figure 14. Fuzz, Police Mentor for the Great Expectations & Aston Project
Fuzz provided his own story about how he started out making bad choices and realised how he
needed to change his ways. He wanted to break the cycle of ACEs by ensuring he acted as a positive
buffer and is now the trusted, supportive adult in his children’s lives.
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Session 4 - Breaking the Cycle, building resilience and providing hope
Ben Perks, UNICEF representative for Montenegro, Chair of Regional Advisory Group on
Violence against Children and Senior Research Fellow at Birmingham University.

Figure 15. Ben Perks, UNICEF and Chris Spencer
Our second keynote speaker of the day was UNICEF representative Ben Perks, who provided an
overview of the brain development and the impact ACEs can have during the early years and
adolescence. Perks provided a perspective on the different ways resilient communities can act
through prevention, a whole system response from social workers, education, police, health care
and justice system, and mitigation through trauma informed schools to intrinsic motivation. Perks
spoke about how both biology and the environment can contribute to resilience and that
relationships are key. He argued that return on investment is great if we intervene during the early
years. Then to finish, Perks spoke about his own story of being a care leaver and how his trusted
adult was a school teacher. He issued Gloucestershire a goal of every child having a relationship with
a significant, trusted adult.
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Closing Remarks
On behalf of the ACEs Panel, Director of Public Health, Sarah Scott summarised the day and the
importance of creating viral change.

Figure 16. Sarah Scott, Director of Public Health
Sarah Scott thanked everyone who had helped to organise and coordinate the conference. She
highlighted that everyone has a part in play in acting on ACEs and that we all have the power to
facilitate healing, recovery and kindness. She said that what had been discussed resonates with all
of us in whatever capacity, both in our professional and personal lives. We need to break the cycle of
adversity. She identified that more work needs to be done in engaging with adults. Further to this,
the learning from today and the way Gloucestershire are implementing the approach can be shared
with other areas and will help inform the national agenda. She also highlighted Paul Stephenson’s
thought that we are at tipping point and we all came together for a reason so let’s make the it count.
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Graphic Recording
Throughout the day Caroline from Chapple Cartoons captured the day graphically. At the end of the
conference she provided a powerful summary of the journey we had been on throughout the day.
You can watch the summary video here https://vimeo.com/301090074

Figure 17. Caroline, Chapple Cartons
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Response to the Day
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Organisations involved with Action on ACEs Gloucestershire

Thank you Gloucestershire Homes and Communities Partnership
for supporting the conference
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